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Abstract
Music affects and in some cases reflects one’s emotional
state. Key to this influence is lyrics and their meaning in conjunction with the acoustic properties of the track. Recent work
has focused on analysing these acoustic properties and showing that individuals prone to depression primarily consume low
valence and low energy music. However, no studies yet have
explored lyrical content preferences in relation to online music
consumption of such individuals. In the current study, we examine lyrical simplicity, measured as the Compressibility and Absolute Information Content of the text, associated with preferences of individuals at risk for depression. Using the six-month
listening history of 541 Last.fm users, we compare lyrical simplicity trends for users grouped as being at risk (At-Risk) of depression from those that are not (No-Risk). Our findings reveal
that At-Risk individuals prefer songs with greater information
content (lower Compressibility) on average, especially for songs
characterised as Sad. Furthermore, we found that At-Risk individuals also have greater variability of Absolute Information
Content across their listening history. We discuss the results
in light of existing socio-psychological lab-based research on
music habits associated with depression and their relevance to
naturally occurring online music listening behaviour.
Index Terms: lyrics, depression, lastfm, compression,
information-theory

1. Introduction
Music plays a key role in life, often functioning as mood regulators and an expression of self [1]. Due to the increasing
popularity of online streaming platforms, recent studies have
been able to observe such behaviour using long term listening
histories. Such work has explored the relation between music
preferences and personality [2] [3] and observed significant differences between various user groups, such as on the ‘Big Five
Personality Traits’ [4]. More relevant to our work, music listening behaviour has also been found to be associated with those at
risk for depression and heightened anxiety [5] [6], increasingly
pressing problems in modern times [7].
Prior behavioural research has shown that individuals who
suffer from and are at risk for depression have a preference for
sad music and display tendencies of rumination through repetitive listening, avoidance of problems through music, and gravitation towards sadness and anger [8] [5] [9]. More recently,
these listening patterns have been investigated as they occur on
online music streaming platforms [10] [11] using listening history derived from Last.fm, albeit focusing on associated acoustic content and user-annotated tags. However, none of these
studies examine lyrics, especially when lyrics are known to play
a vital role in eliciting emotions [12], particularly Sadness [13],
and are associated with personal music preferences [14].

In this work, we focus on the structural properties of lyrics
and the amount of information they contain. Unlike prose and
other text, music is a heavily structured medium that relies on
structural regularities. The typical ‘verse-chorus-verse-chorusbridge-chorus’ structure for instance, features a chorus that repeats itself three times, forming a significant portion of the
song. These structures and the prominence of sub-sections also
vary greatly from song to song and across genres, leading to
varying levels of complexity. Therefore, lyrical regularities may
provide insight into individual preferences, which in turn may
be a predictor for depression risk.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises
prior work in this domain and provides bases for hypotheses,
Section 3 describes the dataset used and metrics used to evaluate lyrical simplicity, Section 4 reports the results obtained, and
Section 5 discusses the results.

2. Background
2.1. Inferring Depression Risk From Listening Habits
Recent studies have examined the digital musical footprint of
users streaming music on Last.fm to infer various characteristics of user groups prone to depression (At-Risk) and those that
aren’t (No-Risk). [10] was the first to consider long term listening history and user-annotated tags from Last.fm, and found that
At-Risk individuals listen more to music tagged as sad, in line
with [5], in addition to a preference for genres related to those,
represented by tags neo-psychedelic, dream-pop and indiepop.
Subsequent work [11] built on this by considering emotions extracted from acoustic features over six-months and examining
time-varying music consumption. This study was performed
on the premise that there exist dynamic patterns of individuals
suffering from or at risk for depression. Such individuals have
been associated with high inertia in certain mood states in addition to heightened variability in emotions [15] [16]. In line
with this, [11] found that At-Risk individuals show high inertia and high variability in their dynamic music listening habits.
However, no study, to the best of our knowledge, has looked at
lyrical regularities in a similar context.
2.2. Lyrical Structure and Regularities
Lyrics can be characterised in several ways, such as emotions or
moods, topics, or structural regularities. Since evaluating conveyed/perceived emotions or moods may differ from emotions
or moods felt, we chose to pick more objective ways to capture
lyrical regularities. To this end we define lyrical simplicity, that
is, the amount of repetition in a song, which in turn is represented by Compressiblity. If a song is highly structured with
several repetitive elements, we consider it to be a simpler song,
with lower information content. This is similar to prior work
that looks at lyrical simplicity and repetition. [17] investigates

of the dataset, we refer the reader to [10].
Lyrics Extraction: We scrape the lyrics for tracks from Genius.com and MetroLyrics.com, successfully obtaining 76% of
the entire listening history (3,179,462 tracks). These websites also occasionally register instrumental tracks (zero words),
which comprised 4% of the dataset.
3.2. Measuring Lyrical Simplicity

Figure 1: Two-dimensional Valence-Arousal space, representing four emotional states.

the repetition of lyrics across genres and artists, finding, for instance, that Dance and Electropop are the most repetitive genres
while Death metal and Progressive Metal are the least repetitive. They also show that the popularity of artists highly correlates with the average repetition of their songs. [18] looked at
the repetitiveness of lyrics in Billboard Hot 100 across decades,
finding that repetition has increased over the past decades. Inspired by this, [19] investigated the reason for the increase, theorising that certain cultural factors such as immigration, alongside greater availability of novel music contributed to simplicity.
In the current study, we explore lyrical regularities in relation to individuals at risk for depression. We hypothesise that
these individuals show the following:
• since [10] and [11] established that At-Risk individuals
have a predilection for Sad music and that lyrical content
is essential for depicting sadness in music [13], we hypothesise that overall lower lyrical simplicity associated
with music consumed by such individuals
• since At-Risk individuals are known to exhibit emotional
inertia [15], we hypothesise that this group to exhibit a
low variance in lyrical simplicity during a continuous period of listening history.
• since emotions are known to fluctuate over time for AtRisk individuals, we hypothesise that individuals belonging to this group will have a higher variability for
lyrical simplicity over the entire listening history.

3. Methodology
3.1. Dataset
Participants: We use the dataset in [10] for our analysis. It
consists of the six-month listening history of 541 Last.fm users,
92% of whom fall in the 15-35 age range, with 444 males, 82
females, and 15 genderqueer in total. Each user also filled the
Kessler’s Psychological Distress Scale (K10) [20] questionnaire
which measures the likelihood to have depression or anxiety
on a scale from 10 to 50. Following the same procedure in
[10], we consider individuals with a K10 score greater than 29
(193 individuals) as At-Risk and K10 score less than 20 (142
individuals) as No-Risk. For a more comprehensive overview

Music is inherently repetitive, with repeated instances of words,
phrases, and larger structures such as a chorus. Hence, the total
information content of the song is smaller than the entire length
of the track. We choose to represent this idea using the notion of
text compression, as in [18][17]. Such compression algorithms
find repeated sequences of text and replace them with a shorter
version, reducing the volume of data required to store the text.
We use the LZ777 compression algorithm [21] here. The
algorithm is commonly used to compress files by pointing repeated instances of text to its first instance. When considering
lyrics, it is important to not look at words in isolation but rather
as phrases within a longer context. Since this algorithm groups
words that cluster together as one entity, akin to perceptual processes that we engage in to make contextual sense, compression
related features are likely perceptually relevant as well. The final compression score is calculated as the percentage of compressible phrases. For instance, a song with just one phrase repeated many times would have a very high compression score.

Compressibility = 1 −

length(compressed song)
length(song)

(1)

We assign a Compressibility score of 1 to the songs which
are determined to be purely instrumental, i.e. have no lyrics. A
score of 1 also satisfies our notion of lyrical simplicity. Henceforth, we use the idea of low compressibility/complexity and
high lyrical simplicity interchangeably. We also consider the
‘Absolute Information Content’ (AIC) of the song as an additional metric. It represents the size of the compressed song.
AIC = length(compressed song)

(2)

3.3. Static and Dynamic Feature Analysis
In line with [11], we delve into the static and dynamic listening
habits of a user. Static features are aggregated across the listening history in an attempt to obtain an overview of each group.
Dynamic features consider the time series nature of the listening
history and attempt to describe the variability in lyrical patterns
associated with music consumption across a time frame.
We consider the top n (100, 250, 500) and all tracks of the
listening history for our static analysis. Since different trends
were observed for these thresholds in earlier work [10], we seek
to explore if any such trends are visible for our features. Furthermore, previous research has shown that At-risk individuals prefer listening to music that is characterised as Sad - low
in valence and energy. We attempt to see if any inference can
be made about preferences within such categories when using
the entire listening history, by considering the two-dimensional
Valence-Arousal (VA) space [22], as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, we investigate the quadrant specific Compressibility and
AIC scores of songs listened to by both groups. In order to
categorise songs based on emotions, we obtained their respective Valence and Arousal features via the Spotify API, obtaining values for 83% of the listening history. We hypothesise
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Figure 3: Boxplots for mean Compressibility per emotion quadrant [22]. n.s - not significant
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that At-Risk individuals have a predilection for lower lyrical
simplicity and higher AIC, especially for Sad music. Further,
we conducted a non-parametric alternative to the 2×2 factorial
ANOVA, specifically the Permuted Wald-Type Statistic, with
age and user category (At-Risk/No-Risk) as the factors to assess
differences in compressibility and AIC. We chose age groups
15-25 and 25-35 as the two levels for age as 88% and 95% from
At-Risk and No-Risk lie within these intervals.
In order to analyse dynamic features, the listening history
for a user is split into sessions. A session is defined as a period
of continuous listening, with a subsequent session occurring after an inactivity of at least two hours as described in [11][23].
We investigate two metrics to analyse session based compression - intra-session variability and inter-session variability. The
former metric is computed as the mean of the standard deviation of Compressibility within sessions. Since At-Risk individuals are characterised by repetitive listening and high inertia
in terms of mood-states [15], we hypothesise that within sessions, At-Risk individuals will have significantly lower standard deviation. inter-session variability is computed as the standard deviation of the mean Compressiblity across user sessions.
This metric captures the variance in information level of lyrics
a person listens to across sessions. Since At-Risk individuals
are characterised, as mentioned above, by highly inert states,
which also shift and fluctuate over time, we hypothesise that
inter-session variability would be higher for them.
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4. Statistical Testing and Results
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We consider mean Compressibility over the entire listening history of an individual and run a two-tailed Mann Whitney-U
(MWU) test between the At-Risk and No-Risk groups. No significant differences were observed based on this test. We also
consider the top n (100, 250, 500) songs of a user, based on
playcount and observed no significant results.
However, when considering the AIC metric, the MWU test
showed a significant difference for the top n = 500 and entire
listening history (p < 0.05) and a borderline significant difference for the top n = 100, 250, with a higher median for the
At-Risk group in all cases. Table 1 summarises the MWU results and Figure 2 shows the median Compressiblity per group
for each number of tracks.
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Figure 4: Boxplots for mean AIC per emotion quadrant [22].
n.s - not significant

Quadrant-specific analysis of Compressibility revealed the
At-Risk group have a significantly lower median in the quadrant
representing Sadness (p < 0.05), with no significant difference
for the other emotions. Figure 3 summarises this result. We also
conduct a Spearman correlation between the valence and compressibility scores for all songs in the dataset, finding a weak
but significant positive relationship (r = 0.0756, p < 0.001).
Additionally, quadrant-specific analysis of AIC revealed
that songs listened to by the At-Risk group have a higher median in positively valenced quadrants Happiness (p < 0.05),
Tenderness (p < 0.01). There is also a borderline significant
difference for Sadness (p = 0.07), with a higher median for the
At-Risk group. Figure 4 summarises this result.
The ANOVA revealed no significant effect for compressibility, while a significant main effect of age and interaction
(p < 0.01) was observed for AIC, with a higher AIC for the
No Risk group in the 15-25 age range.
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Figure 2: Median AIC values for the At-Risk and No-Risk
groups across the top n(100, 250, 500) and entire listening history (All).

No significant differences were observed for intra and intersession variability as per the MWU test for Compressibility.
Intra-session and Inter-session variability for AIC showed a significant difference (p < 0.01, p < 0.05 respectively) between
the groups, with a higher median for both for the At-Risk group.

Table 1: MWU Test Results for mean AIC over the top n tracks
between the At-Risk and No-Risk groups
Number of Tracks
100
250
500
All

U statistic

p value

12460
12460
12071
12117

0.078
0.056
0.031
0.035

5. Discussion
This is the first study, to the best of our knowledge, to consider
lyrical features in relation individuals at risk for depression on
online music streaming platforms. Our results confirmed most
of our hypotheses, in addition to revealing novel insights.
5.1. Static Listening
Overall, At-Risk individuals demonstrated lower Compressiblity as a group than No-Risk, the difference, albeit insignificant.
However, this trend was observed consistently across the entire listening and for all the top n tracks. This lack of difference observed between the groups can be attributed to two reasons. Firstly, though individuals At-Risk are characterised by
their preference for music tagged as Sad, they are also characterised by a tendency to gravitate towards genres such as neopsychedilic-dream-pop and Indie-Alternative-pop genres. The
very nature of the latter genre indeed may offset the overall lyrical compressiblity scores as they are inherently repetitive and
hence highly compressible [17]. Second, the relation between
Compressibility and the absolute information content, which
can often contradict each other. A higher compression score in
a shorter song may be equivalent to a longer song with a lower
compression score in terms of the information content. Hence,
the AIC metric may be a more apt measure as it can capture
the size of a song in a more perceptually relevant fashion when
compared to Compressibility. In line with our hypothesis, the
AIC metric shows a significant difference consistently across
top tracks (Table 1, Fig. 2), suggesting that the At-Risk group
prefers songs with greater information content than the No-Risk
group. Furthermore, this effect was observed across the entire
listening history and top n (100, 250, 500) tracks thereby adding
to the consistency of the results.
The positive correlation between Valence and Compressibility suggests that Happy music indeed has higher lyrical simplicity than Sad music, which confirms similar observations
from prior work [13] [24]. The quadrant specific analysis also
provides further insight into group preferences within certain
emotion categories. The Sadness quadrant has a lower median
for Compressibility for the At-Risk group, suggesting a preference for songs with greater lyrical complexity. This is also
supported by group differences observed in AIC, with At-Risk
showing a higher median for tracks belonging to emotion quadrants representing Happiness, Sadness, and Tenderness. This
may be indicative of general listening preferences, which is also
reflected when considering the entire 6-month listening history
and top n tracks.
The significance of age, in relation to AIC, is suggestive
of evolving lyrical preferences, as in [19]. While mean AIC for
At-Risk is comparable for both age groups, No-Risk youth has a
higher AIC. This is possibly due to popular music trends where
high AIC genres such as Hip-Hop/Rap have become dominant
[25]. Considering age alongside cultural factors in the future

may reveal more insights, especially as music tastes are developed during youth [26], suggesting that music should not only
be studied in relation to other users but also its own evolution.
The notion of compressibility is also tied to the idea of
cognitive load. Songs with higher compressibility have highly
repetitive predictable patterns, and hence likely low cognitive
load. If we consider low lyrical simplicity songs, representative of higher cognitive load, this could also explain At-Risk
preference music with greater lyrical content. The tendency of
At-Risk individuals with such music (i.e., low Compressiblity
and high AIC) suggests that they may use such music to distract
themselves from a reality they perceive to be adverse, indicative
of avoidant coping [27]. This result is very much in line with
studies that show higher load activities act as a distraction [28]
[29] from negative thoughts for At-Risk individuals.
One caveat is that the division of tracks into quadrants was
based on Valence and Energy derived from acoustic content instead of lyrics. However, it is common for music and lyrics
to be congruent in terms of their respective emotional connotations, though joint usage of acoustic and lyrical features may
yield better results [30]. Future work can look at the interplay
between emotional connotations of lyrics and lyrical complexity along with other linguistic features. While we collect lyrics
for the majority of the dataset, it is largely limited to English
music with lyrics. Further, future work can consider the role
of instrumentals in At-Risk listening; it can also explore lyrical simplicity preferences in other languages and investigate the
role of cultural influences, though we do not expect much difference with the former as our approach is language agnostic.
5.2. Dynamic Listening
As hypothesised, At-Risk individuals demonstrated higher
inter-session AIC variability. On the other hand, the higher
intra-session AIC variability for At-Risk contradicts our hypothesis that At-Risk individuals prefer a certain level of information content during a local period (i.e. session) of continuous listening. This result deserves further exploration as there
may be other confounds to consider. Future work could explore
intra-session variability depending on the predominant emotion.
The lack of group differences in Compressiblity can be attributed to the nature of the metric itself, which ranges from 0-1,
with most songs clustered around a value of 0.4/0.5. Hence, the
difference in standard deviation values between the groups is
likely to be marginal or insignificant when compared to AIC,
which has a larger range.
In summary, we demonstrate associations between lyrical
attributes and online music consumption of individuals at risk
for depression. Our results validate our hypothesis that the AtRisk group prefers songs with greater information content, especially for songs characterised as Sad. Furthermore, we found
that At-Risk individuals also have greater variability of the Absolute Information Content across their listening history. Finally, these results also motivates the use of lyrical features,
with acoustics and tag-based features, in building a multi-modal
system to predict risk for depression. While such analysis stops
short of providing clinical solutions for depression, this information can be used for the early identification of depression
symptoms and even personalised recommender systems.
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